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Anomalous Soft Photons associated with Hadron Production
in String Fragmentation
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Abstract.

The bosonized QCD2+QED2 system for quarks with two flavors contains QCD2 and QED2 bound states, with an isoscalar
photon at about 25 MeV and an isovector(I=1,I3=0) photon at about 44 MeV. Consequently, when a quark and an antiquark at
the two ends of a string pulls apart from each other at high energies, hadrons and soft photons will be produced simultaneously
in the fragmentation of the string. The production of the QED2 soft photons in association with hadrons may explain the
anomalous soft photon data in hadron-hadron collisions ande+-e− annihilations at high energies.
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INTRODUCTION

Anomalous soft photons are low-pT photons (pT <60
MeV) produced in excess of what is expected from elec-
tromagnetic bremsstrahlung. They are found to possess
the following interesting properties:

1. Anomalous soft photons are produced inK+p [1]-
[3], π−p [4, 5], π+p [2, 3], andpp [6] collisions,
and ine+e− annihilations [7]-[10] at high energies.
They occur only in association with hadron produc-
tion. They are absent ine++ e−→Z0→ µ++ µ− in
which there is no hadron production [7, 8].

2. The transverse momenta of the anomalous soft pho-
tons are found to be in groups, at approximately 5,
15, and 50 MeV [6, 9, 11].

3. The soft photon yield is proportional to the hadron
particle yield [9].

4. The soft photons are associated more with neutral
hadron production than with charged hadron pro-
duction [9].

Previously, many different theoretical models have
been put forth to explain the phenomenon [12]. However,
a complete understanding is still lacking.

We note that in the flux tube environment, both color
charge oscillations and electric charge oscillations are
quantized, and the system contains QCD2 and QED2
bound states. We would like to propose that these bound
hadron and soft photon states will be produced simulta-
neously in the process of string fragmentation, when a
quark pulls away from an antiquark at high energies. The
production of these soft photons in association with the
production of hadrons may explain the anomalous soft
photon phenomenon [11].

APPROXIMATE COMPACTIFICATION
OF QCD4+QED4 INTO QCD2+QED2

To investigate the simultaneous production of QCD and
QED quanta, we consider the U(3) group that is the
union of the color SU(3) and the electromagnetic U(1)
subgroups with coupling constantsgα

f that depend on
the U(3) generator indexα and the quark favorf in
QCD4+QED4,

g{1,..,8}
u = g{1,..,8}

d = gQCD4, for QCD, (1)

g0
u =−eu =−Que, g0

d =−ed =−Qde, for QED, (2)

whereQu = 2/3, andQd =−1/3. In high energy particle
production processes, the dominance of the longitudinal
motion of the leading quark and antiquark and the pres-
ence of transverse confinement lead to the formation of a
flux tube that can be approximated as a string. As shown
in [11], the dynamics of the system of quarks and gauge
fields in QCD4+QED4 can then be approximately com-
pactified into the dynamics of QCD2+QED2, in which
quarks acquire a transverse massmT that encodes the in-
formation of the flux tube radiusRT [11]. The coupling
constants in 2D and 4D space-time are then related ap-
proximately by [11]

g2
2D ∼ g2

4D

πR2
T

. (3)

For QCD and QED states, the isospin symmetry re-
mains a good symmetry for QCD but not for QED. The
four (I,I3) QED states split apart. We study only neutral
I3=0 bound states: the isoscalar(I=0,I3=0) state and the
isovector(I=1,I3=0) state, in the strong coupling limit in
which |gQCD2|>>mT .
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BOUND STATES IN QCD2+QED2

The best method to search for bound states is by
bosonization [13]. We use non-Abelian bosonization [14]
for U(3) interactions, and Abelian bosonization for fla-
vor degrees of freedom. The bosonization program con-
sists of introducing boson fields to describe elements
of the U(3) group and showing subsequently that these
boson fields lead to stable boson states with finite or
zero masses. Not all degrees of freedom available to the
bosonization technique in U(3) will lead to good bo-
son states with these desirable properties. We therefore
search for stable bosons by varying only the amplitude
of the boson field in color space, keeping the orientation
in color space fixed [11]. This means that we limit the
U(3) generator indexα in Eqs. (1) and (2) to beα = 0
and 1.

From bosonization we find that QCD2+QED2 con-
tains bound boson states because gauge field oscillations
lead to quark color and electric charge density oscilla-
tions, and through the Maxwell equations the quark color
and electric charge density oscillations in turn lead to
gauge field oscillations. The self-consistency of gauge
field oscillations and the induced quark charge density
oscillations lead to an equation of motion for the gauge
field oscillations in the form of a Klein-Gordon equation
characterized by isospin-dependent masses [13, 15].

As shown in [11], the mass square(Mα
I )

2 of the stable
boson in QCD2+QED2 for a state with quantum numbers
(I,I3=0) is given by

(Mα
I )

2 =

(

gα
u(2D)+(−1)Igα

d(2D)√
2π

)2

+
2

3−α
eγ mT µ , (4)

where the indexα=0 corresponds to QED2,α=1 corre-
sponds to QCD2,γ=0.5772 is the Euler constant, andµ
is the mass scale for the interaction in question.

HADRON AND PHOTON MASSES IN
QCD2+QED2 WITH TWO FLAVORS

For QCD2 and QED2 in the flux tube, the coupling
constants are related to the 4D constants as given in Eq.
(3) by

g2
QCD2∼

4αs

R2
T

, and e2
QED2∼

4α
R2

T

, (5)

whereαs=g2
QCD4/4π andα=e2

QED4/4π=1/137. The flux
tube radiusRT can be determined from the root-mean-
squared transverse momentum of produced hadrons as

RT ∼ 1
√

〈p2
T 〉π

. (6)

The measurement of theπ0 spectra inZ0 hadronic decay

gives
√

〈p2
T 〉π=0.56 GeV in the reaction plane [16] and

thus the flux tube has a radiusRT∼0.35 fm. For the
strong coupling constant at this energy, we shall take
αs = 0.316, which leads from Eq. (5) to the string tension
coefficientb=g2

QCD2/2=0.2 GeV2 [18, 19].
With these coupling constants and Eq. (4), the QCD2

and QED2 boson masses can be determined as shown in
Table I. In the massless quark limit, the QCD2 isovector
hadron state is massless and lies lower than the isoscalar
hadron state at 505 MeV, whereas the ordering is oppo-
site for the QED2 states, with an isoscalar photon at 12.8
MeV and an isovectorI3=0 photon at 38.4 MeV.

TABLE 1. Meson and photon masses withI3=0 in a tube
QCD2 QED2

Coupling Constant (MeV) gQCD2=632.5 eQED2=96
massless quarks I=0 504.6 MeV 12.8 MeV

I=1 0 38.4 MeV
µ=mT =400 MeV I=0 734.6 MeV

I=1 533.8 MeV
mT = 400 MeV I=0 25.3 MeV
µ=mq=1 MeV I=1 44.1 MeV

The value ofmT can be estimated from
√

〈p2
T 〉π . Be-

cause a pion is a quark-antiquark composite, we obtain

the quark transverse massmT =
√

〈p2
T 〉π/2=0.4 GeV.

The mass scaleµ depends on the bosonization of the
scalar density, which diverges in perturbation theory and
has to be renormalized and renormal-ordered again in an
interacting theory [13]. The mass scaleµ therefore de-
pends on the interaction. For QCD2, the strong confining
interaction dominates and leads to transverse confine-
ment with a quark transverse massmT . It is reasonable to
take the mass scaleµ in QCD2 to be the samemT char-
acterizing the flux tube transverse confinement. Thisµ
value gives a QCD2 isovector hadron mass of 0.534 GeV
and isoscalar hadron mass of 0.735 GeV (Table I) that
agree approximately with the observed average isovector
hadron transverse massmπT =0.577 GeV and isoscalar
hadron transverse massmηT∼0.824 MeV.

For QED2, we envisage that the scalar densityψ̄ψ that
diverges in perturbation theory has to be renormalized
in a free theory in which the quarks are characterized
by the quark current masses. The appropriate mass scale
µ for QED2 is therefore the quark current masses, of
order 1 MeV. The values of the QED2 boson masses
obtained withmT =0.4 GeV andµ=1 MeV are given
in Table I, which gives an isoscalar photon of about
25 MeV and an isovector photon of about 44 MeV, in
approximate agreement with observed soft photonpT
spectra at approximately 15 and 50 MeV in [6, 9, 11],
except for the groups of soft photons withpT∼5 MeV
whose origin remains unknown.



SIMULTANEOUS PRODUCTION OF
QED2 PHOTONS AND QCD2 HADRONS

In hadron-hadron collisions ande+-e− annihilations at
high energies, a string is formed between a quark and an
antiquark (or diquark). When the quark and the antiquark
pull apart from each other in the string fragmentation
process, the QCD vacuum is so polarized that hadrons
are produced by the strong QCD field, with the rapidity
distribution of the produced hadrons in the form of a
plateau, as discussed by Casher, Kogut and Susskind
[17], and analyzed phenomenologically in [18, 19].

The receding quark and antiquark as well as quarks in
the vacuum also carry electric charges and they interact
with electromagnetic interactions. Simultaneous with the
QCD interaction and the production of QCD hadrons, the
quark and the antiquark generate a strong electric field
between them in the flux tube that can produce QED
photons, if they are stable bosons of the QCD2+QED2
system.

QCD2 hadrons and massive QED2 photons have been
found to be stable quanta in the QCD2+QED2 system.
The isoscalar photon massMγ

I=0 is about 25 MeV and the
isovectorI3=0 photon massMγ

I=1 is about 44 MeV for a
flux tube of radius of 0.35 fm. The same receding quark
and antiquark source will produce both QCD2 hadrons
and QED2 photons simultaneously. The production pro-
cess corresponds to the excitation of the QCD2+QED2
vacuum due to the color and electric charge oscillations
generated during the string fragmentation process.

The simultaneous production of hadrons and photons
explains why anomalous photons are present only in as-
sociation with hadron production. As the source and the
production mechanism of both hadrons and photons are
the same, the number of produced hadrons and QED2
photons are therefore proportional to each other, on an
event-by-event basis, as observed by the DELPHI Col-
laboration [9].

We envisage that after a massive QED2 photon is
produced it emerges from the interacting region to the
outside non-interacting region, with an adiabatic expan-
sion of the flux tube. The massive QED2 photon will
evolve into a massless QED4 photon adiabatically, with
the photon mass in QED2 turning into the transverse mo-
mentum in QED4. We therefore expect that a produced
isoscalar photon will lead to a photon with an average
transverse momentum of about 25 MeV, and an isovec-
tor I3=0 photon with an average transverse momentum of
about 44 MeV. These transverse momenta fall within the
domain of soft photon transverse momenta observed in
Z0 hadronic decay [9] and hadron-hadron collisions [6].

The present model predicts that the isoscalar pho-
ton mass is lower than the isovector photon mass. Con-
sequently, the production of isoscalar photons is more

likely than isovector photons. In contrast, the QCD
isoscalar meson mass is greater than the isovector meson
mass, the production of isoscalar mesons is less likely
than that of isovector mesons. As a consequence, the ra-
tio Nγ /Nneutral is much greater than the ratioNγ /Ncharged,
as observed by the DELPHI Collaboration [9].

In conclusion, in the flux tube string-like environment
formed after a high-energy hadron-hadron collision or
e+-e− annihilation, the QCD2+QED2 system contains
stable QCD2 hadrons and QED2 photons. These bosons
will be produced simultaneously when a quark pulls
away from an antiquark (or diquark) at high energies
during the fragmentation of the string. They may lead to
the anomalous soft photons observed in hadron-hadron
collisions and e+e− annihilations at high energies.
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